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PRESS REVIEW
Study confirms fears about personal data on the Internet
To mark the third European data protection day on 28 January in Berlin,
Privatim, the association of Swiss data protection registrars, commissioned a survey. Around 1,600 people were interviewed throughout
Switzerland and the results showed that Swiss inhabitants see data protection as being important.
Nine out of ten interviewed consider it important (22 percent) to very
important (69 percent) that companies and administrative authorities
protect personal data. More than four in five interviewees trust public
authorities such as the police, hospitals or residents’ registry offices to
handle data carefully.
Industry did not come off well in the survey. 44 percent mistrust their
credit card company when it comes to data protection: the proportion
is even worse (54 percent) for telecommunication suppliers. In general,
just 18 percent of those interviewed consider protection to be inadequate; 15 percent even claim to have been affected by data abuse at lease
once already.


Sources: www.werbewoche.ch and heise online,
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Dangers and threats for modern communication

Dear Reader
Cryptography exerts a special fascination on people no matter what the

From spy to cyber hacker

time period involved, past, present or future. People protect their confidential information from prying eyes today, just as they always have. The technology is the only thing that has changed over the years.
There is something in our corporate history to admire every day. We can

The world of threats and dangers changes so rapidly. Spies are the figures that kept the world in suspense

still be enthusiastic today about the ingenious techniques employed in anti-

during the Cold War whereas today, the big threats are mainly in modern communications and on the

quated products. “Milestones in the Company History of Crypto AG” is a

Internet. Our dependencies on means of communication such as satellites, Internet, phone, GSM and the

new series of articles that transports us into the past and gives us inter-

like have grown enormously. It seems business can no longer even function without these tools.

esting insights into the history of information security at our company

By Philipp Birrer, Marketing Manager

(page 12).
The future has already begun with quantum cryptography. But what significance will this branch of science have for us? Many questions are still
unanswered. The significance and benefits of this new field of knowledge

Many economic sectors depend

are not yet completely clear. Please turn to page 19 to read more.

heavily on a well-functioning international global network for the
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The types of attacks have changed over the decades. What began as a game of figuring out the password has given
way today to the regular “hostile takeover” of an entire network. Even poorly trained individuals can now carry out
dangerous attacks with the aid of ultra-modern software tools.1
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Security from a
philosophical perspective
“The only security we have is that nothing is secure. Not even security.”
Joachim Ringelnatz (1883 – 1934), German writer, cabaret artist, painter
By Gabriela Hofmann, Corporate Editor, and Dr. Silvan Frik, Head of Marketing Services

Definition of security
Security is a relative concept. It can
be seen as the probability of defined
potential damage not occurring
have in common is their intent to

precautions are mandatory on vari-

influence the system in unwanted

ous fronts to meet the challenges of

ways, e.g. to siphon off information

the 21st century. Besides adminis-

Or put another way, security is a

and forward it.

trative practices and processes,

state free of unreasonable risks that

training, and the sensitisation of

exists for a certain period, in a cer-

Attacks over the Internet are be-

employees, technical steps also

tain environment or under certain

coming increasingly sophisticated.

have to be taken to protect sensitive

conditions. The term can also refer

A study by F-Secure revealed that as

data and avert danger. One thing is

to an individual, to other forms of

much malware was produced and

clear from the current situation: we

life, to non-living real objects or

disseminated in 2007 as over the

cannot do without communications

systems (and abstract objects).

previous two decades. A single net-

over computer networks today nor

work access to the Internet suffices

will we be able to in the future.

to make a system vulnerable to

Security is a reality as well as a perception. The two may not be exact
equivalents, but are extremely

that joint actions are devised for

degree of (un)certainty is accept-

closely related in general parlance.

ensuring the security of both sides.

able for the use of technical func-

Real security is a mathematical var-

Common sense and experience on

tions. If no danger occurs during a

iable based on the possibility of dif-

the part of individuals and the com-

potential disruption, the term reli-

ferent risks and the effectiveness

munity are needed to assess situa-

ability is generally used instead of

(patches) are issued for them. Once

of different countermeasures. Per-

tions correctly.

security. The interplay of various

a weak flank is found, the hackers

ceived security is based not on pos-

exploit it to launch a cyber attack.

sibilities or mathematical calcula-

Is there such a thing as absolute

for technical security, but a single

tions but on how people react

security?

weak link in the chain is all that is

These attacks against banks, insti-

psychologically to risks and coun-

Security does not mean that adverse

required to allow an internal or

tutions, organisations and others

termeasures.

effects are ruled out completely,

external attack to occur.

Defective software packages in
themselves may pose vulnerability
for undesired attacks and are not
correctible

again

until

updates

Sources:
1
Tracking and Tracing Cyber-Attacks: Technical
Challenges and Global Policy Issues; Howard F.
Lipson, CERT Coordination Centre; Special Report 		
CMU/SEI-2002-SR-009.
F-Secure Corporation, Helsinki, Finland;
www.f-secure.com.
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physical
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In August 2008, unknown hackers
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successful if they help to prevent

system management, authorisa-

copied all the customer data, includ-

Economic security means stably

or render expected or unexpected

tions and password policies. A well-

ing all credit card details, of over

guaranteeing a livelihood by mate-

adverse effects as improbable as

functioning

eight million people from a data-

rial and financial means, both of

possible.

equally essential for monitoring

base of the Best Western Hotel

which act as hedges against the

Group. These stories and attacks

future for an individual or a com-

Security in ICT

networks and servers as well as

are becoming more and more prev-

munity (collective). Collective secu-

In technical structures or objects,

the use of network filters.

alent because companies are using

rity comes to bear especially in con-

security refers to a state of operation

the Internet in increasing numbers.

flict situations. This does not mean

free from disruption and dangers. A

Meaning of security in cryptology

These kinds of threats should

one side’s security is increased at

key aspect of security in this sense

Cryptographic techniques are inte-

be taken seriously. A number of

the expense of another’s, but rather

is how this state is defined or what

gral parts of most security functions

means

direct

auditing

system

is
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focus

attack and in danger of infection.

under defined circumstances.
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in ICT systems today. They provide

increased exponentially into the

the basis for authentication pro-

incalculable range, which means
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attacks are no longer worthwhile.

dentiality and integrity of commu-
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to pay the necessary attention to the

secure use of these techniques is a

architecture of algorithm and key
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management. Key length is not

numbers, e.g. for the generation of

the only factor that determines the
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work with individual bits. This
increases the number of possible
states and allows the processing of
non-text data.
As matters stand today, encryption
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Milestones in the history of the company part 1: the 1950s

periods) by means of a mechanical

The photographs of the C-36 show

Operation of the device is very sim-

Encryption using
mechanical “calculators”

calculator.

the most important elements of the

ple. The basic key (starting position)

Long before Boris Hagelin founded his Crypto AG in Switzerland in 1952 he had already built mechanical

cipher device: key wheels with let-

must be set on the five key wheels –

The mechanisms used by Boris

ters for setting the key word (4) for

that is, a particular sequence of five

Hagelin were extremely complicat-

the start of the key periods (the key

letters. Then the first letters to be

ed, so we shall only look at the most

wheels possess adjustable movable

encrypted are set on the type wheel,

important principles. Looked at as a

pins which operate the calculation

the handle is turned once and the

black box, a device of this kind has

drum by rotation via the control

first encrypted letters appear on the

two alphabet wheels or type wheels

lever), gear elements (8) and the “C

output wheel. Then the next letters

cipher devices in Sweden. These functioned like mechanical calculators in principle, only that they deliber-

for input and output of text. The two

calculation drum” (5) behind. The

are set on the type wheel, the han-

ately calculated “wrong” – meaning that they swapped letters in a defined irregular pattern. The first arti-

type wheels sit directly next to one

latter is what is ingenious about this

dle turned again and so on.*

cle in our series on the milestones in company history investigates how Boris Hagelin further developed

another, secured on the internal

device because it transforms the

his encryption idea – in particular the ingenious “C calculating drum” – ensuring Crypto AG pioneer status

axle and the hollow axle. The clear-

control impulses of the key wheels

The C-52 manufactured in Switzer-

over decades.

text is set on the first type wheel

into variable step switch impulses

land by Crypto AG displayed numer-

(input). For each cleartext letter, the

by means of the axial rods and rid-

ous small improvements in compar-

calculation or encryption mecha-

ers directly and transfers them to

ison with the C-36 (e.g. six key

nism now “automatically” twists

the output wheel on the concentric

wheels) and served as a platform for

the second type wheel by the appro-

axle (all in a single mechanical

the continual functional expansion

priate number of steps in accor-

process). The C-36 already had a

of new models. A big step forwards

dance with the correct key sequence

built-in strip printer.

was made in particular by the devel-

At the beginning of the 1950s, Boris
Hagelin came to Switzerland from
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Sweden and resumed his occupation as a designer of cipher devices.
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The first device produced in Swit-
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zerland was the C-52 which sold

TMX-53
(Prototype)
1954

very successfully (in accordance
with tradition, he always chose the
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TC-52
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year of construction as the type designation). It was a further develop-
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Mechanics
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to numerous countries before the
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(WUMA)
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to the US armed forces. During the

opment of a base for the keys and an
C-52

the “output type wheel” is made as a

T-55
1955–1956

ment of his C-36 which he had sold
war and under licence (type M 209)

and displays the encrypted value. If

C(X)-52
1951–1952

T-52
1951–1952

1960

electrical drive system (BC-52). The

daisy wheel, the result is obtained

C-52 could be placed on this and

on a printing strip, which is obvi-

was therefore much more conve-

ously very useful for deciphering. If

nient to operate and the speed of

the sequence of type on the wheels

encryption was increased. Howev-

is not arranged alphabetically but

er, the BC-52 was definitely no long-

randomly or this is changed from

er a pocket device. The inclusion of

time to time, the ciphering quality is

two “parallel” strip printers, one

increased.

each for the input and output text,

fifties, numerous additional models

was also of great importance in

arose from the structural compo-

practice.

nents of the C-36 at Crypto AG. It is
therefore worthwhile taking a quick
Block diagram

look at the basic principle of the
mechanical encryption of that era.
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what is known as the Caesar cipher:
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Because the C devices had been

with the sender and receiver natu-

deciphered

was of great interest to clients with

rally having to use the same (dupli-

device had no printer and was not

high security requirements.

cated) tape.

compatible with the CX machines

larity and therefore more variabili-

In this case the punch tape drives

The CD-57 pocket machine

the beginning of miniaturisation

ty/security into the key periods.

the C drum directly, without any

Because the C types had become

due to electronics, this was another

intended for tactical use, Boris
Hagelin looked for the opportunity

consisting of random numbers. This

of incorporating even more irregu-

However,

the

already developed. Shortly before

This was achieved with the devices
in the CX type series, in which the

text.

master stroke which met with great
T-52

market success.

key wheel feed runs irregularly. At
first a mathematical principle got in

However,

his way here, in that the C mecha-

towards electronics could now be

nism

and

clearly seen, a trend which would

unintentionally produced period

influence the development of cryp-

lengths which were too short, in

tography in the 1960s in a decisive

other words which began from the

way.

sometimes

randomly

the

emerging

trend

beginning again too soon. However,
with a great deal of technical effort

* For those interested in mathematics, the C-36 key
wheels exhibit different divisions (operating positions) which do not possess any common factors:
17, 19, 21, 23, 25. This gives rise to a key period of
3,900,225 operations until the wheels return to the
initial position – a unique degree of variability for
those times! Added to this was that the axial pins
which operate the calculation drum by means of the
control lever could be set randomly for each key
wheel, giving a further theoretical variability of 1029
possibilities. In later devices, up to 12 key wheels
with higher divisions (25 to 47) came into use, which
once more increased the key periods enormously.

he succeeded in guaranteeing minimal period lengths. Later on, the
CX devices were given additional
key wheels and a correspondingly
enlarged calculation drum. The
various CX types were sold successfully all over the world.
The new dimension of telex
encryption
In the 1950s the need for telex

T-55

CD-57

encryption arose. This required the
cipher device to be inserted between
the telex and the line so that the person writing only needed to write
cleartext but the transmission down
the line occurred encrypted. This
only worked using electrical circuits (relays) and (in some cases)
with punch tape systems. Types
T-52 and T-55 were made in Zug,
Switzerland, using the well-known
C drum and key wheels. The T-52
still had to be converted from send
to receive manually while the T-55
already operated without intermediate storage of the key symbols but
directly connected the sender and
receiver whose encryption units

14

fore be switched over automatically.

key wheels. However, the random

increasingly large, the desire for a

The T types were able to operate

sequences had to be really random,

“real”

along with telex devices from vari-

for which Crypto AG developed its

amongst clients in the diplomatic

ous manufacturers.

own high-quality random-number

service. This request was able to be

generators in accordance with the

fulfilled by making a miniature ver-

The One-Time Pad system

principle of the lottery number

sion of the rotor technology. The

If punch tape is used for the input,

machines with “falling balls” which

CD-57 could be operated single-

the very secure One-Time Pad con-

are familiar nowadays. These gen-

handed using the thumb while the

cept can be used in which each mes-

erators stamped the numbers pro-

other hand remained free for mak-

sage uses its own new key sequence

duced directly onto punch tape,

ing a note of the ciphertext or

pocket

version

emerged
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ran synchronously and could there-
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full functionality is obvious. Implementation of the security aspect and therefore the security management
system must be paid a great deal of attention in this process. Crypto AG gives security top priority when
implementing projects in cooperation with our clients.
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Correct risk assessment at the start of the project
The importance of the initial phases of putting a project into practice are often
underestimated. In a representative study, the University of St. Gallen discovered
that the greatest risk of project failure occurs due to mistakes at the start of the
project.

Quantum cryptography:
no revolution in sight
“Good news” about the implementation of projects in quantum cryptography appears regularly in the

The most important risk factors in IT projects are

media. Mostly also accompanied by negative statements about modern mathematical cryptography.

No defined project aims

What is to be made of this? Quantum physics is definitely an interesting field but in relation to practical

Imprecise specification of the IT solution

security solutions, theory and practice still lie far apart – and are very unlikely to converge.
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In the realm of quantum mechanics, light has both a
wave character (energy) and a particle character (material). This can be demonstrated by electron particles
which are sent through a narrow double slit. After passing through this slit, an interference pattern is formed
from the overlapping of the two beams of electrons similar to a diffracted superimposed beam of light. The particles therefore behave like waves here (movement). Due
to this double character, each individual particle can be
used to transmit a piece of information.3

It should be added that, in the case of
hardware-based traditional encryption, the problem of secure key
exchange never actually existed.
This is primarily because a new
secret short-term connection key is
generated for each connection in a
complex process (by means of random numbers) and the secret cryptographic parameters which are stored
encrypted in the individual devices

20
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serve as a basis for this process.
extensive literature on the topic (see

inable in quantum cryptography.
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In the realm of quantum mechanics, light has both a
wave character (energy) and a particle character (material). This can be demonstrated by electron particles
which are sent through a narrow double slit. After passing through this slit, an interference pattern is formed
from the overlapping of the two beams of electrons similar to a diffracted superimposed beam of light. The particles therefore behave like waves here (movement). Due
to this double character, each individual particle can be
used to transmit a piece of information.3

It should be added that, in the case of
hardware-based traditional encryption, the problem of secure key
exchange never actually existed.
This is primarily because a new
secret short-term connection key is
generated for each connection in a
complex process (by means of random numbers) and the secret cryptographic parameters which are stored
encrypted in the individual devices
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Passwords – better protection
against data theft

@

Information security is not only a technical discipline but has a great deal to do with people because it
depends on the conscious thinking and actions of the user. So what is a practical and safe way to deal with
information and IT equipment? Crypto Magazine looks at the different topic areas, from the Internet to
passwords, giving useful tips for everyday life. This fourth article in the series looks at the secure use of
passwords.

By Franco Cerminara, Head of Consulting and Education, InfoGuard AG*

Top of Information Security

We cannot imagine being without
passwords as an important part of
IT security in our electronic daily
life. We have a password for our
computer or an application, a PIN
code for credit cards, another for
e-banking transactions – the list
can be extended as much as you
like. Risks arise in the many areas
where specific combinations of letters and numbers are required.
Passwords and PIN numbers are
some of the things most frequently
attacked by hackers and criminals.

at least eight words, numbers and

Also make sure that you are not

Once the password is known, every-

punctuation marks so that the

being watched when you enter your

thing a user can access in an appli-

password

password.

cation or on a computer system is

length: I was at the golf club for 8

exposed to a very high risk. A pass-

hours yesterday! -> IwatGCf8hy!;

Your password is your personal

word not only serves to protect a

information security is more

ID – do not pass it on to anyone!

system of this kind; it is also a protection of the person concerned. Or

than a firewall! -> ISi>a1F!.
Create passwords from words

would you give your cash dispenser

without vowels in combination

PIN to a stranger?

with numbers and special char-

has

the

required

acters: Donald has 3 nephews! ->
It is possible to have reliable protec-

Dnldhs3Nphws!; my shares fell

tion against unauthorised theft, but
what does a perfect password look

by 9 percent -> Mshrsfllb9%.
Do not use any generally known

like?

facts about yourself in your pass-

* InfoGuard AG, a company affiliated to Crypto AG
and a member of the Crypto Group, specialises in
comprehensive information security. Its fields of expertise include advice, training and awareness-raising as well as the development and implementation
of technical security solutions.

word, for example names, nickTips for creating a good password

names, initials or birthdays.
Avoid trivial passwords (e.g.

Both your computer and various

“guest”, “qwertyui” or “123456-

online services require you to enter

78”). Also avoid words which

a password. Passwords which are

appear in dictionaries.

For more than 55 years we have concentrated on the development, production and implementation of challenging
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words weak passwords – present a

Passwords must be changed at reg-

considerable

When

ular intervals, at the latest when you

choosing a password, keep the fol-

suspect a password might be known

lowing principles in mind:
A password should be at least eight

to a third party. Basically each appli-

safety

risk.

characters in length and consist of

cation should have a different password.

both letters, numbers and special
symbols (e.g. ! ? “ ” * + -) .
Find a sentence which consists of

Remember your word combinations
but on no account write them down.

S ec u r i t y Aw a r e n ess
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badly chosen or too short – in other

Information Security Solutions. Because we know that confidential information is of the highest value. You too can
rely on the expertise and capability of Crypto AG. Customers from over 130 countries are already doing just that.

To Remain Sovereign
Crypto AG, P.O. Box 460, CH-6301 Zug, Switzerland, Tel. +41 41 749 77 22, Fax +41 41 741 22 72, get@crypto.ch, www.crypto.ch
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PRESS REVIEW
Study confirms fears about personal data on the Internet
To mark the third European data protection day on 28 January in Berlin,
Privatim, the association of Swiss data protection registrars, commissioned a survey. Around 1,600 people were interviewed throughout
Switzerland and the results showed that Swiss inhabitants see data protection as being important.
Nine out of ten interviewed consider it important (22 percent) to very
important (69 percent) that companies and administrative authorities
protect personal data. More than four in five interviewees trust public
authorities such as the police, hospitals or residents’ registry offices to
handle data carefully.
Industry did not come off well in the survey. 44 percent mistrust their
credit card company when it comes to data protection: the proportion
is even worse (54 percent) for telecommunication suppliers. In general,
just 18 percent of those interviewed consider protection to be inadequate; 15 percent even claim to have been affected by data abuse at lease
once already.


Sources: www.werbewoche.ch and heise online,
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